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By Mike Mueller

Enthusiast Books, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
American pickup has always been known for its hard-working, easy handling nature, but have
mainly served the purpose of being a light workhorse. As pickups became more mainstream
through time, a niche of trucks were created with high-performance in mind. Trucks like Chevrolet s
SSR and Ford s SVT Lightining are familiar today, but let s not forget GMC s Syclone of the Nineties
and Dodge s Li l Red Truck of 1978-79. Dubbed as Muscle Trucks (in connection to Muscle Cars), the
roots of these prestigious pickups go back to 1955, when Chevrolet introduced the Cameo Carrier.
While not a hot rod, the Cameo was super cool and it proved that customers would buy a truck that
could play as well as work. Ford then followed with its crossover pioneer, the Ranchero, which was
half car, half truck. The Ranchero inspired Chevrolet s El Camino, and both of these hybrids
featured high-performance variations before all was said and done. This book honors all the hot
trucks, then and now, with a selection of outstanding color photography detailing these high-
performance haulers inside and out. Among others, photo...
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This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Sha yne Schneider-- Sha yne Schneider

This pdf is so gripping and fascinating. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very best
publication we have go through within my personal lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Eleonor e Muller  DV M-- Eleonor e Muller  DV M
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